Worried about protecting your assets
from rising health care expenses?

DID YOU KNOW?

Find out how the Accelerated Access
Solution® may work for you
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By adding the Accelerated Access Solution (AAS) rider to the
Secure Lifetime GUL 3, Value+ Protector or Max Accumulator+, you can
access income tax-free death benefits if diagnosed with a chronic illness.1,2
Problem: Planning for the Unexpected
As the sole breadwinner, Julia* is a 45 year old single mother who wants to
protect the financial stability of her family’s financial future. Without knowing
what will happen in the future, she would like to build in some protection in the
event she should develop a chronic illness or pass away prematurely.

Solution: Life Insurance You Don’t Have to Die to Use
Julia purchases a $500,000 Secure Lifetime GUL 3 policy. With the optionality
built into the policy she has the following choices:

OF OLDER ADULTS

About 91% of older adults have at least
one chronic condition, and 73% have at
least two.3
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Every 34 seconds an American has a
coronary event4 — 75% of people who
suffer a heart attack survive at least
three years5
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• Choose an Accelerated Access Solution total benefit amount anywhere
between $250,000 and $500,000
• Three monthly benefit payment amounts options as illustrated in
the chart (Fig. 1) on the next page.

Every 40 seconds an American has a
stroke4 — 70% of people who suffer a
stroke survive at least three years6

Julia chose the 100% total benefit option giving her a $500,000 Accelerated
Access Solution benefit. She also chose the per diem benefit payment option
at the time of purchase.

$

Fast Forward
Thirty years later when Julia was 75 and in retirement, she suffers a stroke and
activates the rider to access a portion of the death benefit each month2. Because she
chose the pier diem option, the monthly benefit amount had increased to
Continued
*Not an actual case, and is a hypothetical representation for illustrative purposes only.
Note: The payout options in this hypothetical example do not apply to the state of California. California residents
should contact their financial professional for more information.
Policies issued by American General Life Insurance Company, member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG).
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medical expenses equals the healthcare
costs throughout retirement for an average
65-year old couple retiring now7
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OF RESPONDENTS

73% of respondents to a recent survey
say serious health problems are their
major worry about living to 1008

approximately $31,000 (See Fig. 1) in the year she went on claim,
and was payable for up to 16 months.
Julia passes away 6 months after going on claim and therefore still had
$314,000 in death benefits that was payable to her beneficiaries. The
Accelerated Access Solution allowed her family to use the funds to pay
for her medical care and protected family assets from being depleted
as a result of the illness.

(Fig .1) Monthly Benefit Options:
$500,000 Death Benefit
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Benefits of Accelerated Access Solution
• Multiple benefit payment options—three options available
for monthly benefit payments:
—— IRS maximum per diem amount at time claim begins –
providing an increased payout the older policy owner gets
—— 2% of the AAS benefit per month
—— 4% of the AAS benefit per month
• Waiver of monthly deduction—all policy deductions stop
(including base policy + all riders) while receiving benefits
• Flexible options with total benefit amount—select any amount
between 50% -100% of the base policy death benefit amount
• Care coordination services available—variety of optional and
free support services available to the insured at time of claim
• No receipts required—benefits paid irrespective of actual
costs incurred
• Dollar-for-dollar death benefits payout—know the benefit
to be received at the time of rider purchase - no discount
applied at time of claim9
• Not a “use or lose it” policy—benefits are paid no matter what…
either when the chronic illness requirement is met or via death benefits
• Control over how money is spent—up to the policy holder how the
funds are used, not restricted via the policy
• No waiting period—chronic illness benefits are available as soon
as policy is issued (90 day elimination period applies)10

Life insurance you don’t
have to die to use
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Note: IRS caps the maximum daily rate each year. For 2016, the maximum per diem is
$340/day or $10,341.66/month. Projections based on Per Diem rate increasing 4% per
year starting with year 1 using the 2016 rate. Hypothetical representation for illustrative
purposes only.
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Based on current federal income tax laws, policy owners should consult a qualified tax advisor.
Insured must be certified as chronically ill by a licensed physician and meet all eligibility
requirements.
National Council on Aging: www.ncoa.org/improve-health/center-for-healthy-aging/
chronic-disease, 2014
American Heart Association, Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics — 2013 Update
American Heart Association, Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics — 2011 Update
American Heart Association, Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics — 2010 Update
Fidelity Benefits Consulting study, June 2014
The 2Q11 SunAmerica Retirement Re-SetSM Study conducted by Harris Interactive surveyed a
national sample of adults age 55+.
Subject to the $1.5 million lifetime cap
Benefit payout subject to 90 day elimination period. See outline of coverage for details.

Asset Protector, available on Secure Lifetime GUL 3 and Value+ Protector policies, provides
a unique package of living benefits that allow access to death benefits while living. The Asset
Protector product suite includes two riders: the Accelerated Access Solution which allows
income-tax-free access to death benefits if diagnosed with a chronic illness, plus the Lifestyle
Income Solution® which allows access to your death benefit for any reason after age 85.
For more information, please visit www.RetireStronger.com.

Not a deposit | Not insured by any federal government agency | May lose value | No bank or credit union guarantee | Not FDIC/NCUA/NCUSIF insured
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